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Abstract

Many online fighting games use rollback netcode in order to compensate for

network delay. Rollback netcode allows players to experience the game as having

reduced delay. A drawback of this is that players will sometimes see the game

quickly ”jump” to a different state to adjust for the the remote player’s actions.

Rollback netcode implementations require a method for predicting the remote

player’s next button inputs. Current implementations use a naive repeatlast

frame policy for such prediction. There is a possibility that alternative methods

may lead to improved user experience.

This project examines the problem of improving input prediction in fighting

games. It details the development of a new prediction model based on recurrent

neural networks. The model was trained and evaluated using a dataset of several

thousand recorded player input sequences.

The results show that the new model slightly outperforms the naive method

in prediction accuracy, with the difference being greater for longer predictions.

However, it has far higher requirements both in terms of memory and

computation cost. It seems unlikely that the model would significantly improve

on current rollback netcode implementations. However, there may be ways

to improve predictions further, and the effects on user experience remains

unknown.

Keywords

Fighting games, sequence prediction, machine learning, speculative

execution
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Sammanfattning

Många online fightingspel använder rollback netcode för att kompensera för

nätverksfördröjning. Rollback netcode låter spelare uppleva spelet med mindre

fördröjning. En nackdel av detta är att spelare ibland ser spelet snabbt ”hoppa” till

ett annat tillstånd för att justera för motspelarens handlingar. Rollback netcode

implementationer behöver en policy för att förutsäga motspelarens nästa knapp

tryckningar. Nuvarande implementationer använder en naiv repeterasenaste

frame policy för förutsägelser. Det finns en möjlighet att alternativa metoder kan

leda till förbättrad användarupplevelse.

Det här projektet undersöker problemet att förbättra förutsägelser av knapp

tryckningar i fightingspel. Det beskriver utvecklingen av en ny förutsägelsemodell

baserad på rekursiva neuronnät. Modellen tränades och evaluerades med ett

dataset av flera tusen inspelade knappsekvenser.

Resultaten visar att den nya modellen överträffar den naiva metoden i

noggrannhet, med större skillnad för längre förutsägelser. Dock har den mycket

högre krav i bådeminne ochberäkningskostad.Det verkar osannolikt attmodellen

skulle avsevärt förbättra nuvarande rollback netcode implementationer. Men

det kan finnas sätt att förbättra förutsägelser ytterligare, och påverkan på

användarupplevelsen förblir okänd.

Nyckelord

Fightingspel, sekvensförutsägelse, maskininlärning, spekulativ exekvering
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1 Introduction

Fighting games are a genre of video games typically intended for two players. The

objective is for the players to compete against oneanother by each controlling

a character on screen and attempting to defeat the other player using various

offensive and defensive means [1, 2]. The genre is known for requiring strategy,

quick reactions and precise timing to play well [3]. Fighting games originated

in coinoperated arcade machines [1, 2], but are now mostly played on personal

computers, or on home consoles such as PlayStation 4 [4] or Xbox One [5]. They

are also increasingly played online instead of in person [6].

1.1 Background

Since fighting games were originally only intended to be played on arcade

machines, they were not designed with online networking limitations in mind.

The genre often tests the limits of players’ reaction time and technical precision.

As a result, online play can be affected very negatively by network latency (lag)

and instability, even compared to other popular genres [7, 8]. Most importantly,

fighting games rely on consistent timing [7, 9]. Without a way to properly

compensate for lag, online implementations fail to meet this standard, with the

user experience suffering as a result [7, 9].

To compensate for the problems introduced with online play, many fighting

games use a method called rollback, first developed in 2006 [10]. Rollback

compensates for network delay by reacting immediately to the local player’s input

while attempting to predict the inputs of the remote player [11, 12]. This ensures

consistent timing and reduces the impact of network delay and instability in most

situations [7, 9, 11]. Rollback requires amethod for predicting a player’s next input.

If a prediction is incorrect, it will quickly ”rewind” the game state and resimulate

the actual outcome once the remote inputs are received. However, the method

used in current implementations is a naive method that simply repeats the last

received input. Inputs typically change rarely enough that this is effective [9, 11],

but it can still result in disruptive visual glitches [7, 9]. The original rollback

implementation was proprietary for a long time, but was published under theMIT

license in 2019, making it free for modification and use [13, 14].
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1.2 Problem

Current rollback implementations use a naive method for predicting a player’s

next input. Many online sources make no mention of how the input prediction

works [8, 15–17]. Some seem to imply that it is more complex than it is [18, 19]. It

appears no alternative methods have been tested [7].

Many fighting games include the ability to record gameplay for later viewing [20–

22]. These replays are usually stored in the form of a sequence of player inputs [7].

New input prediction methods could be evaluated using a large set of such

replay data. However, since game state information is not saved, any new input

prediction method evaluated this way would have to account only for past player

inputs.

Research Question

This thesis aims to answer the following question:

How can input prediction in online fighting games be improved,

without accounting for game state?

1.3 Purpose

The purpose of this project is to contribute to online fighting game development

by addressing the knowledge gap in alternative input prediction methods.

1.4 Goal

The goal of this project is to find apotential alternativemethod for input prediction

in fighting games, develop a model and evaluate its predictive performance

compared to the current method. This has been divided into the following sub

goals:

1. Find an alternative method for input prediction and acquire a set of fighting

game replay data.

2. Implement the current method and one or more candidate methods, then

compare their accuracy on the replay dataset.
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1.5 Benefits, Ethics and Sustainability

Both developers and consumers of fighting games would benefit from learning

about potential improvements to input prediction. Even a negative or inconclusive

result could give future developers insight into what is possible and what remains

to be tried. If a promising alternative method is found, it could go on to be user

tested in a usable product, and if proved viable, could be of direct benefit.

As online fighting games are typically played for fun or practice, and most serious

competition is generally offline at local events [23], the results should not impact

competitive outcomes or other high stakes activity.

Sustainable development is often considered from three viewpoints: Environment,

society, and economy [24]. Collectively, these are referred to as The Three Pillars

of Sustainability [24]. It is clear that excessive computational costs can have

economic and environmental impact. However, video games typically already

have narrow performancemargins. Therefore it is unlikely that a computationally

intensive input prediction method would see large scale usage, or that it would

affect the overall power requirements if it were used at the expense of other

features.

With regards to societal sustainability, improving online play could especially

benefit those in areas with less developed internet infrastructure, or people who

live in less populated countries. It could also reduce travel, which would benefit

the environment.

1.6 Methodology

Research methods can be categorized in many ways, but one of the fundamental

distinctions is between quantitative and qualitative research [25]. Quantitative

research is about testing welldefined, unambiguous hypotheses using large

amounts of data. The results of quantitative research can be measured

numerically. Qualitative research is more about opinions and interpretations,

usually deals with smaller amounts of data and can not be objectively

verified.
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The main project task concerns the development and evaluation of a new input

prediction method. The core research method is Design and Creation [26], a

method of developing software artifacts by a process of iterative development and

testing. The technical method and tools are chosen based on both qualitative and

quantitative factors, but the evaluation is entirely quantitative, based on binary

classification metrics and a large set of replay data.

1.7 Delimitations

This project does not consider input prediction methods that account for current

game state, only the sequence of player inputs. Fighting games generally have

several different playable characters, but in order to narrow down the scope,

only replay data corresponding to one player playing one specific character will

be used. Qualitative aspects of candidate methods are taken into consideration,

but not evaluated indepth. The practical evaluation concerns only prediction

accuracy and other quantitatively measured performancemetrics, no usertesting

is done.

1.8 Outline

Chapter 2 presents relevant background information about fighting games,

their network implementation, and sequence prediction. Chapter 3 presents the

technical methods and methodologies for prototype development, data collection

and evaluation. Chapter 4 details the process of building a dataset and developing

the prediction model. Chapter 5 presents the results of model evaluation using

binary classificationmetrics. Chapter 6 discusses the project and considers future

work.
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2 Fighting Games and Input Prediction

This chapter introduces and explains the topics of fighting games, their controls,

and the rollback technique. Input prediction is formulated as a problem in the

field of sequence prediction, which is introduced along with its commonmethods.

The final subsection covers previous work on input prediction.

2.1 Fighting Games

Fighting games are a genre of video games, initially originating in arcades in the

late 70’s and 80’s, then defined and popularized with the release of Capcom’s [27]

Street Fighter II [28, 29] in 1991. Debuting in arcades and later making it to home

consoles such as the Super Nintendo Entertainment System [30, 31], its success

inspired many other similar games. The genre had an initial boom in the 1990’s,

dwindled along with arcades in the late 1990’s and early 2000’s [1, 2, 6] and then

saw a resurgence by the start of the 2010’s [1]. FGs are nowmostly played on home

consoles or personal computers rather than in arcades, and increasingly against

other players online instead of in person [6].

Fighting Game Controls

In order for the results of this thesis to be valuable, it is critical that different

fighting games have enough in common that the conclusions can be generalized.

In particular, given that we are concerned with player inputs, the input methods

must be sufficiently similar.

Many fighting games are still based around the fundamental control scheme used

in early arcade fighting games [32–35]. While conventional gamepad or keyboard

input is supported, parity is maintained with traditional arcade controls: a digital

8way input (the joystick or stick), with a 9th neutral direction in the center, as

well as 48 digital buttons [36]. See figure 2.1 on page 6.
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Figure 2.1: Fight stick, based on arcade cabinet controls. The key
features are an eightdirection digital control stick (left) and 6 or 8
digital buttons (right). Figure createdby the authorbasedon3Dmodel
by thecrimsoneye [37] (Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 [38])

The stick usually functions mechanically by way of 4 digital switches, one for

each cardinal direction. Diagonals are achieved by simultaneous activation of two

adjacent switches [39]. Modern gamepad input, including analog sticks, can be

mapped onto this input standard. Throughout this work, we will assume that a

6 button arcade controller is being used, but the methods should apply to any

control scheme composed of only digital inputs.

This controller standard is not just shared between different games, the way

the controller is used to perform actions ingame is also relatively standardized

within the genre. Typically, fighting games are controlled as follows. Each player

controls a character on a 2D plane. The control stick corresponds directly to the

player character’s movement, such as walking left or right, as well as crouching or

jumping. The buttons typically correspond directly to basic attacks.

In addition to basic movement and attacks, the stick and buttons can typically

be used together to perform special moves (also called special attacks). Most

often, they are achieved by a sequence of stick inputs followed by a button

press [40]. Another common feature is combos, the option to string together
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multiple attacks or special moves in a row, temporarily limiting the opponent’s

ability to retaliate [41]. Special moves and combos are examples of two types of

input sequences that can be expected to occur repeatedly when playing fighting

games.

Given these similarities, conclusions drawn regarding input prediction in one

game can be generalized to many other games.

2.2 Rollback Netcode and Replay Data

Netcode is a colloquial umbrella term that refers to the technical implementation

of realtime networking and state synchronization in online video games [42, 43].

This includes the fundamental network architecture used, such as PeertoPeer

and ClientServer.

Early netcode for fighting games was disappointing to many [44]. The

initial onlinecapable 2006 version of Street Fighter II was called ”literally

unplayable” [10] by the professional fighting game player and tournament

organizer [45] Tony Cannon. To address the problems introduced with online

play, he developed amethod called rollback in 2006 [10]. Itwas later implemented

in the form of a thenproprietary software package called GGPO [13]. GGPO

was used in an official rerelease of Street Fighter III in 2011 [46], with the

online functionality being particularly well received [47–50]. GGPO, and rollback

netcode in general, has been growing in popularity since then [9].

Rather than licensing GGPO, some companies have developed and used their own

rollback implementations, with mixed results [7, 8, 12]. While not all fighting

games use rollback, it is widely considered to be the best available choice for

fighting game netcode [7, 8, 12, 17, 19, 43]. GGPO was initially proprietary and

available to license for a fee, but was later released under the MIT license in

October 2019, making it freely available for modification and use [13].
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How Rollback Netcode Works

In the context of fighting games, rollback netcode is, generally speaking, a

method of lag compensation for games based on PeertoPeer (P2P) connections.

This is contrasted with ClientServer connections which are common in other

genres.

In simple terms, rollback compensates for latency like this [8, 43, 51]: First,

the game immediately responds to the local player’s input. Once the remote

player’s input is received, the game will rewind (a rollback occurs) and resimulate

the outcome. This happens quickly enough to be minimally intrusive, while

maintaining a gameplay experience close to playing the same game offline.

However, it can still result in distracting visual artifacts, particularly when

network latency is high or the connection is unstable [7, 9].

Critically, the rollback netcode implementation needs a policy for guessing what

the state of the remote player’s inputs will be, before they have been received.

In GGPO, this policy is to repeat the last received input [11]. When the input

prediction is accurate, no rollback occurs, and the game appears completely

smooth.

Requirements for Rollback Netcode

In order to support rollback netcode, games need to have a number of features

supported behind the scenes:

1. The ability to save the game state at a particular time, and reload it later, in

order to revert a missed prediction [43].

2. The ability to fastforward the game state simulation at many times normal

speed, in order to catch up after reverting the state[43].

3. Future game states must be determined only by the players’ inputs. That is,

it must be deterministic [51].

Since these features are required for rollback netcode, any new input prediction

method can also be assumed to have these available.
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Replay Data

Replay data, or replays, refers to the recording of events over a particular time in

a video game. Assuming a game is deterministic and runs at a constant frame rate,

replays can simply be saved as a sequence of player inputs [7]. The resulting replay

file will contain the controller input states of both players, for each timestep, or

frame, of gameplay. Themain purpose of replays is for later viewing and reference,

but they should also be useful for developing and evaluating new input prediction

methods. Many currently popular games have this feature [20–22].

2.3 Skullgirls 2nd Encore

Skullgirls 2nd Encore [52] (SG2E) is the most recent release of Skullgirls (SG),

a fighting game initially released in 2012 [53], now available on every major

platform. SG was one of the first fighting games to officially make use of GGPO

for rollback netcode [10].

The PC version of SG2E has an option to enable replays, which are stored

locally [54, 55]. SG has an optional but commonly used feature where players can

choose to select a team of up to three characters, though only one is active at a time.

For the sake of simplicity, this project will only use replay data where the player

is using a single, known character. SG2E is displayed to the user at 60 frames per

second, but the game logic runs at 72 frames per second [56]. This is how often

input is read from the player, and how often the game state is progressed. As a

result, 72 is also howmany time steps are stored in a replay file for each second of

gameplay.

SG Controls

Like many fighting games, SG uses the convention of an 8way digital stick and 6

digital buttons, as seen in Figure 2.1. In SG, the first three buttons are labeled LP,

MP and HP and remaining three buttons are labeled LK,MK and HK [33]. This

arrangement is visualized in Table 2.1 on page 10.
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Table 2.1: SG Button layout. The six buttons are arranged in two rows
and three columns. For the sake of intuition, their labels correspond
to a combination of strength and type.

Light Medium Heavy
Punch LP MP HP
Kick LK MK HK

Likemany fighting games, SG features special moves and combos [33, 57]. A basic

specialmove can take up to 12 frames to input [58], equivalent to 1/6th of a second.

However, combos can last for multiple seconds. An input prediction method that

could predict combos might therefore have to account for over a hundred time

steps.

2.4 The Skullgirls 2nd Encore Replay Format

Each SG2E replay is stored using two identically numbered files, with the file

extensions .ini and .rnd respectively. The .ini file is a plaintext file containing

data such as player names and character selection. The .rnd file is a custom binary

file format, and can be read one byte (8 bits) at a time. Information about the

replay format was obtained with the help of former Skullgirls lead programmer

Mike Zaimont (Personal communication, January 12, 2020). The relevant details

of this format are given below.

The structure of the .rnd file is as follows:

• Replay Header (7 bytes): Contains an endianness test, format version

number, and replay length in frames

• Replay Body (16 bytes, repeating): Contains player inputs and RNG

(Random Number) data for one frame.

The contents of these sections are described next.
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Replay Header

The .rnd file of every replay begins with a 7byte header. The header appears to

mainly contain data to ensure everything is working correctly. The structure is as

follows:

• Endianness test (2 bytes): Bytes 01 should be resolved to 00110001

00110000, or 1 0 in Ascii.

• Format version number (1 byte): Byte 2 is the format version number, in our

case 00000010, or 2 in decimal.

• Replay length (4 bytes): Bytes 36 contain the replay length in frames, stored

as a 32bit integer, little endian. 1

Replay Body

After the header, the rest of the .rnd file consists of frame blocks of 16 bytes, each

block containing data for one frame. The number of frame blocks should equal

the replay length stored in bytes 36. Each frame block is further divided into 3

parts:

• Player 1 (P1) inputs (4 bytes)

• Player 2 (P2) inputs (4 bytes)

• RNG Data (8 bytes)

Only the input data is relevant for this project, and the RNG data will be ignored.

The structure of the 4 bytes representing one player’s input data is detailed

below.

• Byte 0: The first byte stores the directional input as an 8bit integer. The

values 0 through 8 represent, in order: Right, UpRight, Up, UpLeft, Left,

DownLeft, Down, DownRight, Neutral.

• Bytes 13: In the remaining 3 bytes, the first 12 bits store button states

as 2 bits per button. The last 12 bits store redundant data representing

combinations of buttons.
1In practice, only bytes 3,4 will be used to store length, as no SG replay can be expected to last

longer than 216 = 65536 frames [56].
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The reason that 2 bits are used to encode the state of a digital button is that the

replay format encodes transition states differently. For example, it distinguishes

between a button being held and having been just pressed. The mapping from

physical button presses to the 2 bit representation is shown below.

Button state representation

The SG2E replay format represents each buttonwith one of 4 possible states, using

2 bits:

• 11: Unheld

• 00: Just pressed

• 10: Held

• 01: Just released

This mapping distinguishes between a button being held and a button just having

been pressed, which is redundant for the technical work and may need to be

reversed. A useful observation is that the second bit in themapping is always equal

to the inverse of the actual button state. This means a reverse mapping should be

very simple and will not need to account for context. For example, a button being

pressed will either be encoded as 00 or 10 depending on if it was just pressed or

is being held down for multiple frames. Both of these encodings end in 0, making

decoding easy. An example sequence showing the binary representation of a single

button over a period of 5 frames is shown in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Example 5frame sequence of one button being pressed,
held for one additional frame, and then released. The top row shows
the timestep. Themiddle row shows the physical button state (0 = Not
Pressed, 1 = Pressed). The bottom row shows how this button state is
encoded in the SG2E replay format.

Timestep 0 1 2 3 4
Button state 0 1 1 0 0

Replay mapping 11 00 10 01 11

12



An Example Replay

A minimal 1frame long replay file is shown in Table 2.3, containing the 7 byte

header followed by one 16 byte frame block. This is followed by a closer look at the

player input data in Table 2.4.

Table 2.3: A minimal replay file of one frame. The data is shown in
hexadecimal. The replay length is 1. Both players have the stick at
neutral and all buttons are unheld. P1 and P2 stand for Player 1 and
Player 2, respectively.

Byte number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Data (Hex) 31 30 02 01 00 00 00 08 ff ff ff 08 ff ff ff 1e 89 09 00 0e bc 2d 75
Contents Header P1 Inputs P2 Inputs RNG Data

Table 2.4: Binary view of the Player 1 Inputs from Table 2.3. The
stick is at neutral and all buttons are unheld. The last 12 bits contain
redundant data representing combinations of buttons.

Byte number 7 8 9 10
Data (Binary) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Contents Direction LP MP HP LK MK HK P PP PPP K KK KKK

2.5 Inputs and Input Prediction

In this report, input prediction refers to the prediction of future inputs from a

digital video game controller. Each controller may have multiple input sources,

such as buttons. However, each input source has only finite, distinct states.

Prediction of analog inputs will not be part of the technical work in this project,

but may be referred to as analog input prediction when necessary.

Input prediction can be modeled as a sequence prediction problem. Informally,

they are of the following form: given a sequence of elements, we want to predict

the next element in the sequence [59].

In this project, an element of a sequence will be one of the possible states of the

player’s input device. Given the past several input states, we want to predict future

input states.

Classically, sequence prediction has had many applications, such as data

compression [60], webpage prefetching (what websites a user is likely to visit) [61]

and product recommendation (what a customer is likely to buy) [61]. Sequence
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prediction is related to the field of timeseries forecasting, the difference being

that timeseries forecasting involves numerical values over timewhereas sequence

prediction involves sequences of symbols, such as words, websites, products

etc [61].

In Introduction to Sequence Learning (2001) Ron Sun [59] describes the state of

research into sequence learning algorithms at the time of publication:

“[...] existing techniques and algorithms include recurrent neural networks,

hidden Markov models, dynamic programming, reinforcement learning, graph

theoretical models, search based models, evolutionary computational models,

symbolic planning models, production rule based models, and so on.” Since then,

some development in the field has happened and methods based on artificial

neural networks have become more and more popular [62].

2.6 Machine Learning

Machine learning is a broad field involving the use of computers to estimate

complicated functions that cannot be practically estimated using simpler

statistical models [63]. Central to the field are learning algorithms, which use

available data to ’learn’ parameters that allow the data to be meaningfully

modeled [63]. Most learning algorithms can be divided into supervised learning,

which uses data that is somehow labeled or categorized, and unsupervised

learning, which makes use of data that little is known about in advance [63]. This

project deals only with supervised learning.

In addition to the parameters, which change as the learning algorithm runs,

machine learning algorithms tend to involve settings called hyperparameters,

which must be specified before learning starts [63]. These can be things such as

the potential complexity of the model (number of learnable parameters), or how

quickly the model should try to learn [63].

Supervised Learning

Supervised learning problems typically involve an outcome measurement, or

target label, that should be predicted based on a set of predictors, or features [64].

The label and feature measurements are observed for a set of objects to create
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a training set of inputoutput samples. This training set is used to build a

prediction model that can determine the most likely outcomes, given feature

measurements of new, previously unseen objects [64]. The features and labels

can either be quantitative (such as stock price) or categorical (such as a medical

diagnosis), and they can both either be scalar values or vectors of, in principle, any

shape [64].

Supervised learning can be used for sequence prediction problems. One way to

do this is by using the sliding window method [65]. The sliding window method

works by stepping through a sequence, observing a fixedlength subsequence at

each step, and associating it with the next element in the sequence [65]. In this

case, the features are the subsequence of elements, and the label is the the element

that immediately follows.

A simplified visualization of the sliding window method is shown in

Figure 2.2

Full Sequence 0 1 2 3 4
Sample 1 0 1 2
Sample 2 1 2 3
Sample 3 2 3 4

Figure 2.2: The sliding window method on an example 5element
sequence of consecutive integers. The sample length is 2 and the
label length is 1. The input features are shown in green and the
corresponding target labels in red. Figure created by the author.

The sliding window method can be used to apply any supervised learning

algorithm to a sequence prediction problem [65].

Artificial Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks are a form of learning model inspired by how neurons

function in the brain [62]. As the name suggests, neural networks are composed of

a network of neurons, or nodes. The nodes are typically arranged in consecutive

layers, with the outputs of each layer being used as the input of the next layer.

The most basic kind is the fully connected feedforward neural network, where

every node in a layer is connected to every node in the following layer [64]. The

first and last layers in this kind of model are reserved for the inputs and outputs,
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respectively. The remaining layers are called hidden layers, since their state is

not observed directly. A common way of illustrating this kind of neural network

architectures is with a network diagram, as seen in figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Network diagram of a fully connected neural network
with one hidden layer. The network has three input features, two
hidden nodes, and one output. Figure created by the author using NN
SVG [66].

Each node, except for those in the input layer, represents a functionwhich outputs

a single number. The operation that the node performs can be described using

three steps:

1. Sum up all the input values multiplied by a correspondingweight factor.

2. Add a constant bias term.

3. Apply a nonlinear activation function and output the result.

In order to showhow thismight look in a specific case, the input nodes in figure 2.3

are labeled x1, x2, x3 and the first node in the hidden layer is labeled h1. This is

illustrated in figure 2.4 on page 17, followed by an example calculation.
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Figure 2.4: Network diagramwith all input nodes and the first hidden
node labeled. Figure created by the author.

Given an activation function ϕ, a bias term b and three weight factors w1, w2, w3

(one for each node in the input layer), the output of h1 is described by the following

equation:

h1 = f(x1, x2, x3) = ϕ(b+
3∑

i=1

wixi)

Expanding the sum, we get the following:

h1 = ϕ(b+ w1x1 + w2x2 + w3x3)

The second hidden node and the final output would be calculated in a similar

manner, using their own sets of weights and biases. Collectively, the weights and

biases are referred to as parameters. When the model parameters are adjusted in

order to better fit the inputoutput samples in the training set, the network is said

to be learning.

The number of parameters in this small network would be 2(3 + 1) = 8 in the

hidden layer and 2 + 1 = 3 in the output layer, for a total of 11.

Neural networks are noted for their scalability, with the potential to model almost

any phenomenon, given sufficient data and resources [62]. The use of big datasets

and large, multilayered neural networks to model complex problems is often

referred to as deep learning [62].
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Activation Functions

Nonlinear activation functions are necessary in order for neural networks to

model complex phenomena [63], but the exact choice varies based on application

and various tradeoffs [67]. Two common activation functions are the sigmoid

function, also known as the logistic function, and ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit).

These two functions are shown in figures 2.5 and 2.6.

Figure 2.5: The sigmoid function. Figure created by the author.

Figure 2.6: The ReLU function. Figure created by the author.

Loss Functions

A loss function is a function used to measure the performance of a machine

learningmodel [63]. It is a measure of the difference, or error, between themodel

output and the expected output. These differences might be intricate and involve

many variables, but the loss function reduces all these differences to a single
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number [68]. It is critical that the choice of loss function aligns with the goal of

the project [68].

Machine learning is often viewed from the perspective of maximum likelihood

estimation [69], a statistical framework for finding the best parameters given

a set of observed data [70]. Applying maximum likelihood estimation to binary

classification problems (predicting binary features such as buttons) yields a loss

function called binary crossentropy [69]. In the case of multiclass prediction

problems, where each prediction involves several binary features, the loss is

calculated as the average of the binary loss for each feature [69].

In summary, loss functions are used to internally evaluate the performance of a

machine learning model. The loss function will output lower values for a model

with ”better” parameters, meaning a model that more reliably produces the

desired output.

Optimization Algorithms

In the general case, optimization algorithms are a class of algorithms for

finding optimal parameters in order to minimize or maximize some dependent

variable. In the context of machine learning, optimization algorithms are what

is used to adjust the model parameters, with the goal of minimizing the

loss function. In neural network models, this is done using an algorithm

called backpropagation [71, 72] along with variants of gradient descent.

Backpropagation estimates the derivative of the loss function with respect to the

model parameters [72], and gradient descent uses this estimate to adjust the

model parameters [71, 72].

Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional Neural Networks are a kind of neural network designed for data

that has a known gridlike topology [63]. For example, time series, which can

be thought of as a onedimensional grid, or images, which are composed of a

twodimensional grid of pixels [63]. Rather than treating all inputs equivalently,

convolutional networks rely on the assumption that there is some locality in the

data that can be exploited [73]. For example, in image recognition, it can be
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expected that pixels close together represent some more general pattern, such as

edges or textures [73].

Convolutional networks are usually used together with a simple operation called

pooling, which simply downscales the dimensionality of the input by some factor,

potentially at the loss of some information. For example, it could be used to halve

the length of a sequence, and each element in the output would represent two

elements in the original sequence. The reduction policy is usually either to take

the average of the affected elements, or to keep the maximum value [73].

Recurrent Neural Networks and LSTM

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) are another kind of artificial neural network.

Compared to plain feedforward neural networks, RNN nodes have a feedback

mechanism where the current output depends not only on the current input, but

on the node’s previous output as well [74, 75]. This allows them to account for the

order of elements and detect patterns over time,making themuseful for tasks such

as text prediction, speech recognition, handwriting recognition etc [75]. RNN’s

can be unrolled, which results in an equivalent feedforward neural network with

weights shared between layers, allowing them to be trained using conventional

optimization algorithms [74].

A drawback of basic RNN models is that they suffer from what is known as

the vanishing gradient problem [74] when used with long sequences. This can

slow down or halt training completely, making them unable to learn. In order to

resolve this, a more advanced RNN architecture called Long ShortTermMemory

Networks (LSTM) was introduced [74].

In anLSTM, each node, ormemoryunit, has a farmore complex internal structure

than other neural networks. Each unit has an internalmemory cell and threegates,

which use learned weights to determine when to update or discard information

from thememory, andwhat to output depending on the current input andmemory

state [74]. Like standard recurrent neural networks, LSTM can also be unrolled

and trained using standard optimization algorithms [74].
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Feature Extraction

Feature extraction, or feature selection, is a form of data preprocessing that

reduces the amount of features in a dataset. This can improvemodel performance

and reduce resource requirements in machine learning [64]. It can be as simple

as removing redundant or irrelevant features [76], but there also exist many

algorithms for automating the process [77]. Feature extraction informed by

domain knowledge can be particularly useful for improving performance [64,

78].

2.7 Python and Related Software

Python [79] is a highlevel objectoriented programming language. Some

advantages of Python are that it is easy to learn and use, is wellsupported, and it

has a large assortment of software libraries for various application [80]. Two of the

main disadvantages of Python compared to lowlevel languages such as C is that it

is slower at runtime due to not being compiled tomachine code, andmay usemore

memory due to having dynamic typing and automatic memory management [81,

82]. Python was the most commonly used language for machine learning in 2018,

according to a report by GitHub [83].

The following subsections introduce Python packages central to this project.

Numpy

Numpy [84] is a Python software library for numerical computing. It uses

compiled C code to accelerate calculations involving vectors and matrices. Using

Numpy to process large amounts of data at once can minimize the speedrelated

drawbacks of using Python [85].

Tensorflow

Tensorflow [86] is an opensource platform for machine learning. It allows for

neural network models to be run on supported GPU’s (Graphical Processing

Units) [87], which can increase speed significantly.
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Keras and Keras Tuner

Keras [88] is a commonly used deep learning framework that is wellregarded

for its flexibility and ease of use [89–91]. Keras acts as an interface for various

machine learning backends, including tensorflow.

Keras Tuner [63] is a library for automating the search for effective hyper

parameters in Keras. It automatically searches a given parameter space and trains

several models so the most effective hyperparameters can be determined.

HDF5

HDF5 [92] is an open file format for scientific data. The Python package h5py

(HDF5 for Python) implements an interface that allows HDF5 files to be used in a

seamless manner. Using this along with Keras allows for the use of datasets that

are too large to fit in RAMmemory, while being faster than common alternatives

such as databases or plaintext formats [93].

2.8 Related Work

Outatime by Microsoft Research and Lee et al. (2015) describes a speculative

execution system for cloud gaming, using a Markovbased prediction model

(which statistically determines the probability of future states based only on the

current state [94]), to forecast expected future user input in order to reduce

perceived latency [95]. However, the prediction used is only for the analog

movement input. Digital inputs were not predicted, so the method does not seem

applicable to this project.

Google Stadia, the cloud gaming service launched in November 2019 [96] is said

to have input prediction as a planned feature in ”a year or two”, again to reduce

perceived latency [97]. As ofMarch 29, 2021, no further news appear to have been

announced about this.
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3 Methodologies and Methods

This chapter details the research methods as well as the process of carrying out

the project. First, the key research methods are described in general terms and

their inclusion motivated. Then the process of applying the methods is explained

in more detail, and the chosen technical methods for prototype development and

evaluation are briefly introduced.

3.1 Research Methods

In conducting research, the choice of appropriate methods is critical. This project

is about developing a software prototype, which is a form of creative research [25,

26]. In addition, a requirement for any research project is a literature study [25].

Data collection was done using a survey, results were generated using an

experiment and the results analyzed using binary classification These methods

are broadly described below.

Literature Study

The purpose of a literature study is both to inform the course of a research project

by accounting for previous work, and to support the claim that new knowledge is

being produced [26]. A proper literature study will situate the project within the

current body of published knowledge. This helps determine whether the research

topic has been considered before, what the results were, and what might remain

to be discovered. This process continues throughout the course of the project,

continuously informing thework andmaking sure anynewly published knowledge

is accounted for [26].

Design and Creation

This research method is described in detail in ”Researching Information Systems

and Computing” [26] (Oates, 2006). It is defined as a strategy focused on

developing new IT products, or artifacts [26], in order to gain new knowledge.

Types of artifacts are roughly arranged by their level of abstraction. Among

artifacts, Constructs (such as concepts and vocabulary) are the most abstract, and
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Instantiations (actual working systems) are the least abstract [26]. Oates notes

that a researcher following the Design and Creation method could offer any type

of artifact as a contribution to knowledge, and often a combination.

In this project, themain artifact of interest is a prototype for input prediction. This

is an example of an instantiation, as described above. The design and creation

process will involve the application of an existing technical method to a new

problem.

Oates outlines Design and Creation as having five steps [26]:

1. Awareness: Recognizing and articulating a problem.

2. Suggestion: Expressing a potential solution.

3. Development: Implementing the solution.

4. Evaluation: Assessment of the resulting artifact(s) and how it meets

expectations.

5. Conclusion: Development results are consolidated, and any new knowledge

is identified, along with venues for further research.

Notably, the way these steps are carried out typically involves an iterative process,

rather than proceeding neatly from one to the next. The results of later steps can

help inform earlier ones, and progress is made gradually until the problem and

solution are sufficiently refined [26].

Surveys

Replay data was collected using a survey. A survey is a way of collecting the

same kind of data from a large group of people in a standardized and systemic

way [26]. Surveys are distinguished based on data generation method and

sampling technique. This project makes use of an online submission form, where

respondents could upload their replay data. Accordingly, the data generation

method is found documents [26], already existing digital files are acquired

and used for the research project. The sampling technique is selfselection

sampling [26], the surveywas publically advertised and everyonewho saw it could

choose to respond.
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3.2 Research Process

The project started with an initial literature study to determine relevance and

feasibility. Then a survey using an online submission form was created for the

purpose of data collection. After this, the iterative design process began and

continued throughout most of the project. Finally, the results of the development

process were analyzed and final conclusions were made.

Relating the research process to the steps of Design and Creation, recognizing and

articulating a problem (step 1) was what initially motivated this project. After the

literature study and data collection, the iterative design process was started (steps

24). Step 5 was covered by the results analysis and conclusions, completing the

project.

3.3 Literature Review

This project deals with two main areas: fighting games, and sequence prediction

via machine learning. Video gamerelated material tends to be from relatively

informal sources such as interviews, blog posts, online journalism and videos. The

theory and methods of sequence learning and machine learning have numerous

academic sources in addition to informal sources such as tutorials and blog entries.

Informal sources tend to be more practially oriented and focused on applying

specific tools, and were used frequently for their relative simplicity, reflecting the

more practical orientation of this project. References and information sources

were explored continously throughout the course of the project. For formal

sources, the KTH Library academic search tool [98] and Google Scholar [99] were

the main tools used. For less formal sources, the general internet search engine

Google [100] was used.
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3.4 Prediction Model Design

In designing the input prediction prototype, a set of requirements were

defined using the MoSCoW method, a common way of prioritizing project

requirements [101]:

• Must: Read in replay data, output list of corresponding nextframe

predictions for each timestep.

• Should: Same as above, but predictions are for the next n steps.

• Could: Prediction accuracy better than the current method for some n.

• Won’t: Take into account any other data than player inputs.

This list was used to prioritize aspects of the prototype design and

implementation.

The choice of technical method was made quite early. Since the problem being

studied in this project is for which there is very little prior work, and a lot of data

is available, the choice of method should be both general and highly flexible. Since

the exact difficulty of the problem is unclear, amethod that can recognize complex

patterns is desirable. Methods based on deep learning fulfill these criteria, being

very wellsuited for complex problems involving many features or timesteps, and

scaling well with large datasets [62].

The model design and training method was largely informed by examples for text

generation. Similarly to text generation, input prediction involves long sequences

of symbols, and can be trained to predict the most likely next symbol. The overall

method used was to turn it into a supervised learning problem, with samplelabel

pairs, as in many online sequence prediction examples [102, 103]. The central

strategy was to use the sliding window technique for supervised learning. Each

replay file in this project is composed of a sequence of frames, and each frame

contains input data in the form of a direction and 6 buttons. A sample is a fixed

length subsequence of a replay, which is used to train the prediction model. Each

sample is associated with a label, which is the correct prediction. Trained this way,

multiple future time steps can be predicted even if only a single time step is used

for the label [104]. This can be done by simply repeating the prediction multiple
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times, appending the prediction to the end of the input sequence each time. This

is known as the recurrent sliding window method [65].

For the technical work, the deep learning framework Keras [88] was chosen

for its ubiquity and convenience [89–91]. Keras integrates directly with

TensorFlow [86] which allows for hardware acceleration by supportedGPU’s [87].

This can greatly reduce the time required for training [105, 106].

3.5 Model Evaluation

Themodel was evaluated using an experiment, where the controlled variable is the

choice of input prediction method. Both the naive method and the new prediction

model were given the same set of input data, and their respective predictions were

compared using binary classification, with the classification rule being whether or

not a change was predicted in the player input sequence. This classification was

chosen since the naive method predicts no changes, and any improvement would

have to correctly predict changed button states as well. Classifying predictions

like this allows for precise evaluation of the degree of improvement over the naive

method.

Binary classification divides all predictions into 4 kinds, based onwhether they are

correct or not (True or False), andwhether they belong to the class or not (Positive

or Negative). In this project, the outcomes are defined as follows:

• True Positive: The correct change was predicted.

• False Positive: A change was predicted when no change occurred, OR a

change was predicted when a different change occurred.

• True Negative: No change was predicted, no change occurred.

• False Negative: No change was predicted, when a change occurred.

The four outcomes are visualized in Figure 3.1 on page 28.
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Figure 3.1: Flowchart showing how predictions are classified as
positive or negative, and true or false. Figure created by the author.

To clarify, each prediction consists of several binary features (the buttons). For

a prediction to be correct, all features must be correctly predicted. If even one

feature is incorrect, the prediction will be evaluated as incorrect (since any

deviation can cause a rollback to occur). In addition, all predictions are classified

bywhether or not the predicted inputs are different from the inputs of the previous

frame (the last frame in the input sample). A consequence of this is that the a

prediction can be classified as positive, and the outcome positive as well, even

though the prediction itself is incorrect. This would be the case when the true

outcome constitutes a change from the previous frame, and the model predicts a

change as well, but the predicted change is different from the true outcome. This

will be classified as a false positive, as will be the case when the model predicts a

change even though no change occurs in the true outcome. In other words, false

positives of two different kinds will be grouped as one.
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A number of useful metrics can be derived from the outcomes of binary

classification [107]:

• True Positive Rate (TPR): TruePositives
TruePositives+FalseNegatives

• False Positive Rate (FPR): FalsePositives
TruePositives+FalseNegatives

• Precision: TruePositives
TruePositives+FalsePositives

True positive rate is the fraction of actual positive outcomes that are correctly

classified. False positive rate is the fraction of negative outcomes that are

incorrectly classified. Precision is the fraction of positive predictions that are

correct. Since the naive method makes no positive predictions (Predicts no

changes), it has a TPR and FPR of 0. A perfect predictor would have a TPR of 1

and an FPR of 0. The resulting Precision would be 1. At exactly 0.5 Precision, the

number of True Postive predictions equals the number of False Positives, resulting

in no net change in Accuracy.

Having established these metrics, the goal can be more clearly stated. We want to

maximize True Positives while minimizing False Positives. Any Precision above

0.5 will mean a net improvement in accuracy over the naive method.
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4 Developing a Model for Input Prediction

The process of developing the model can be roughly broken down into the

following steps:

1. Building the dataset for supervised learning  Where the dataset was

constructed from the gathered samples of replay data through a process of

feature extraction and transformation.

2. Designing and training the model  Where an LSTMmodel was constructed

and iteratively improved by tweaking its hyperparameters with the help of

Keras Tuner.

3. Evaluating the model  Where the model was tested and its resulting

predictions compared to those of the naive method.

4.1 Building a Dataset for Supervised Learning

The process of building a usable dataset consisted of gathering data, preparing

data through methods such as subset selection and feature extraction, as well as

transforming data into a usable format.

Data Collection

In order to acquire replay data, a Google form [108] was created where players

could upload their SG2E replay data. The form contained instructions on how to

share one’s data, along with information about what the data would be used for.

The form was shared on Twitter [109], where users can ”retweet” it in order to

share it with others, giving it the potential to reach a large audience.

A total of 17 people responded to the form, submitting compressed archives

containing between 422 and 30,046 replays each. In total, approximately 133,500

replays were collected. Among these, one person submitted a total of 6089 replays

wherein they are playing the same, single character (as opposed to selecting a team

of multiple characters).

To limit the scope, as explained in sections 1.7 and 2.3, parts of this set of 6089

replays is what was used for building the dataset. Out of those 6089 replays, the
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first 89 replays were discarded. The next 5000 replays were used for training data,

and the final 1000 replays were used for evaluation.

Data Processing

Before the collected data could be used, it was first processed and prepared. This

involved five tasks:

• Subset Selection. Rather than using all of the acquired data, a limited subset

was selected for the practical work.

• Train/Test Split. The selected data was further split in two subsets.

• Feature Extraction. The data was simplified and redundant features

removed.

• Sample Generation. The fulllength replay sequences were divided into

fixedlength samples for training.

• Sample Reduction. Training samples with low prior probability of being

followed by a change were discarded.

Parsing Replay Data

In order to build a usable dataset, the player input data must first be extracted

from the raw replay files (Section 2.4). The part of the replay files that needs to

be extracted is the first half of each frame block. The desired result is visualized in

Figure 4.1 on page 33.

To achieve this result, a simple procedure was developed that fetches only the

player input data from the replay files, ignoring everything else. This procedure

consists of four steps:

1. Read the entire replay as a series of bytes, starting from byte 7.

2. Reshape array into rows of 8 bytes, half the size of the frame block.

3. Remove every other row, keeping only the input data.

4. Split the array along the second axis to separate the Player 1 and Player 2

inputs.
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Byte number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 ...
Data (Hex) 31 30 02 02 00 00 00 08 ff ff ff 08 ff ff ff 1e 89 09 00 0e bc 2d 75 08 ff ...
Contents Header P1 Inputs P2 Inputs RNG Data P1 Inputs ...

↓ Parsing
Frame 0 1 ...

P1 Inputs 8f ff ff ff 08 ff ...
P2 Inputs 8f ff ff ff ...

Figure 4.1: The desired parsing procedure.
Top: Start of a replay file. The player input data is highlighted in green.
Bottom: The player input data is extracted and split into two separate
arrays.
The right side of each subfigure includes the beginning of the second
frameblock, representing that the replay file containsmultiple frames.
P1 and P2 represent Player 1 and Player 2, respectively. Figure created
by the author, based on Table 2.3 in Section 2.4.

A vectorized Python function that implements this procedure can be seen in

figure 4.2.

def parse ( f i l e p a t h ) :
# Open replay f i l e in binary read mode
with open( f i l epa th , ” rb ” ) as f :

b_read = f . read ( )

# Start ing with byte 7 , read a l l data into numpy array
b = np . frombuffer ( b_read [ 7 : ] , dtype=np . uint8 )

# Reshape to 8−byte rows
b = b . reshape ( ( −1 ,8) )

# Input data i s in every other 8−byte row , discard re s t
b = b [ : : 2 ]

# Sp l i t along axis 1 to separate p1 and p2 inputs
p1 , p2 = np . s p l i t (b , 2 , 1 )
return p1 , p2

Figure 4.2: The parse function takes a replay filepath and returns two
arrays of shape (n,4), where n is the number of frames and 4 is the
number of bytes containing one player’s inputs. One array is returned
for Player 1 and another for Player 2.
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Feature Extraction

The SG replay specification (Section 2.4) uses 32 bits to represent one player’s

inputs for one frame. It is clear that many of these are redundant, since, for

example, two bits are used to represent each digital (twostate) button, where one

bit would be enough. Since it is known how the data is generated, this can be used

as domain knowledge.

A feature representation based on the standard described in Section 2.1 was

chosen: represent the directional input with 4 binary features, corresponding to

the 4 digital switches in the joystick, and represent the buttons with one binary

feature each. In total, 10 bits will be needed per frame, a reduction of more than a

third.

This simplified representation corresponds exactly to the signals generated by

the switches in the physical controller, and has far fewer redundant features.

Therefore it can be expected to reduce resource requirements, while likely having

a positive impact on model performance.

The desired result is visualized in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: The simplification and feature extraction procedure. One
frame worth of player inputs is reduced to 10 binary features. The
subset of data that is used is highlighted in green. Figure created by
the author, based on Table 2.4 in Section 2.4.

Data (Hex) 0 8 f f f f f f
Data (Binary) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Contents Direction LP MP HP LK MK HK P PP PPP K KK KKK

↓ Simplify
Simplified Data 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

In implementing this, two things are needed:

1. A reversible mapping from the original representation to a simplified

representation

2. A vectorized function that implements the above mapping

The mapping has two components: the directional input and the button

inputs.
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First, the button input mapping was created, based on the SG2E button state

representation (Section 2.4). As noted in Section 2.4, the SG2E replay format

represents each button with 4 possible states, using 2 bits. Also noted, the 2nd

bit stores the actual physical button state, with 0meaning pressed and 1meaning

not pressed. This makes it possible to decode with no context. For the mapping in

this project, the 2nd bit was inverted so that 1 represents a pressed button. The

button mapping is as follows:

• 11 → 0

• 00 → 1

• 10 → 1

• 01 → 0

For the direction mapping, it was noted that the SG2E replay format represents

each direction using a binary integer from 0 (00000000) to 8 (00001000). In order

to map these values to a 4bit representation, a 9×4 matrix was created, seen in

Figure 4.4.

0 0 0 1
0 1 0 1
0 1 0 0
1 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0

Figure 4.4: The direction matrix maps each direction value to a 4bit
representation, representing the four digital switches in the physical
controller. Each row contains the mapping from a direction to a 4
length vector.

Each row in the direction matrix contains a 4bit representation of the direction

corresponding to that row number, starting from 0. For example, the SG2E replay

format represents Up using binary 6. Accordingly, row 6 (The 7th row) of the

direction matrix contains the simplified mapping for the Up direction. In each

row, the four bits represent Left, Down, Up, Right, in order from left to right. The
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four diagonal directions are represented using two bits at a time. The final row

represents the neutral direction. The exact mapping is arbitrary, since it will be

used by a learning algorithm, but it may help that related directions have related

representations. Thismappingwas inspired by direction keys in the Vim [110] text

editor.

A python function that implements these mappings for feature extraction can be

seen in Figure 4.5.

def s imp l i f y ( inputs ) :
# Byte 0 indexes d i r e c t i on matrix as a map
d i r e c t i on s = dirmatr ix [ inputs [ : , 0 ] ]

# Remaining bytes contain buttons , read as ind iv idua l b i t s
but tonb i t s = np . unpackbits ( inputs [ : , 1 : ] , ax i s =1)

# Every other bi t , 1 −12 , contains non−redundant information
# Invert for i n t u i t i on (0=of f , 1=on)
buttons = 1 − but tonb i t s [ : , 1 : 1 2 : 2 ]

# Concatenate along feature axis in to a s ing l e input vector
return np . concatenate ( ( d i rec t ions , buttons ) , ax i s =1)

Figure 4.5: The simplify function simplifies an entire input sequence
into an array of manyhot arrays, with 10 binary features per frame.

Generating Samples

After the input sequences have been simplified, it is time to generate samples.

This was done using a simple sliding window method, as used for text generator

training in [103]. In this case, it was done by iterating through the entire simplified

input sequence one timestep at a time, and associating each frame (the label)

with the preceding n frames (the sample). The exact value of n linearly impacts

resource requirements andmodel performance [63]. In other words, doubling the

input sequence length will approximately result in a doubling of both the time and

memory requirements.

In this project, each sequence element is one simplified frame of input data.
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Reducing the Dataset Further

Examining the replay data, it was noted that there are long sequences of inactivity.

For example, each replay begins and endswith several hundred frames of no input

changes occurring at all. In addition, there are often stretches of inactivity even in

the middle of gameplay. In order use this fact to reduce the amount of redundant

data, the following hypothesis was made:

Hypothesis: The probability of a change occurring depends on how

recently previous changes occurred.

If this hypothesis is true, it would allow for a reduction in the amount of data

required to train an effective model. As long as all data is used during the final

evaluation, the results should remain valid.

To test the hypothesis, a small program was written to answer the following

question: Given a recent window sizem and a recent change count n, what is the

probability p of a change occurring on the next frame?

This was done by exhaustively searching a given interval of values form and n, and

stepping through replay files to calculate the average value of p across the training

set. The main function used for this is shown in Figure 4.6 on page 38.

The results revealed the following: In the training set, 88% of changes and

61% of frames are preceded by a change in the last 17 frames.

In other words, by discarding training samples that have no changes in the past

17 frames, the amount of data required can be reduced by 39%while keeping 88%

of all changes. This was done for training and model selection.

Reducing Memory Requirements

The sliding window method in Figure 2.2 (page 15) results in a multiplication of

the amount of data. If a replay is 1000 frames long and the sample length is 100

frames, this results in 1000−100 = 900 samples, each sample 100 frames long. The

number of frames being dealt with is now 100 · 900 = 90000, 90 times higher than

the replay file itself. In practice, even with the sample filtering introduced in the

previous section, working with more than a few hundred replays at a time became
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def changesinwindow ( rchanges , winsize , changecount ) :
# Get cumulative sum of changes in replay
rchanges_c = np . cumsum( rchanges )

# I n i t i a l i z e outputs
n_changed = 0
n_unchanged = 0

# Step through replay , s l i d ing window
# Start at 2nd frame so you can look back a step
for s t a r t in range ( 1 , len ( rchanges )−wins ize ) :

# Get number of changes in window
nchanges = rchanges_c [ s t a r t+winsize −1] − rchanges_c [ s t a r t −1]
i f nchanges >= changecount :

# I f next frame a f t e r window i s a change , accumulate !
i f rchanges [ s t a r t+winsize ] == 1 :

n_changed += 1
else :

n_unchanged += 1
return n_changed , n_unchanged

Figure 4.6: changesinwindow takes a sequence of changes in a replay
and values for window size and no. of changes. It returns the numbers
of subsequences followed by a change, or no change, respectively.

impractical due to memory usage and processing time.

To address the memory and space requirements, the Python package h5py[111]

(HDF5 for Python) was used. This package is an interface for HDF5[92], an

open format for scientific data. Data was generated in batches and written to a

compressed file on disk, reducing the memory requirements significantly. The

data was then retrieved in batches during training and evaluation.

The Datasets

A breakdown of the datasets used for development and evaluation is shown in

Table 4.1 on page 39. The sample length was 144 frames. For training and testing,

the dataset was reduced in size by discarding all samples that had no changes in

the past 17 frames. Collectively, they will be referred to as the reduced dataset. For

evaluation, all samples were included. This will be referred to as the evaluation

set.
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Table 4.1: Breakdown of the Datasets

Replay File Numbers Total Replay Count Total Sample Count Reduced?
Train 88  5088 5000 22341635 Yes
Test 5089  6089 1000 4212759 Yes

Evaluation 5089  6089 1000 7215364 No

4.2 Model Design

The initial choice of machine learningmodel was a single layer LSTM (Long Short

Term Memory) network, based on recurrent neural network architecture [112].

This variant is better at dealing with longterm relationships than ordinary

recurrent neural net models [112], and is the most common kind in use [62, 113].

Across the entire prototyping process, the loss function used was Binary Cross

Entropy [114]. This loss function is meant for binary classificaton tasks of one or

more features, and is commonly used for multilabel classification [115].

Hyperparameter Tuning

Each element of a neural net model can have various parameters that are

configured before training. These are called hyperparameters. Some examples

are the number of neurons (or units) in a layer, the choice of activation function

that determines how the output is calculated, and the choice and configuration of

optimization algorithm used to train the network. For tuning model parameters,

Keras Tuner was used [116]. This library can be used to partially automate

the process of model selection, using various algorithms to test and compare a

potentially large selection of candidate models. This was used to arrive at the

model architecture.

Model Architecture

The model architecture is visualized in Figure 4.7 on page 40. The Python

code used to build it, with all the exact parameters, is given in Figure 4.8 on

page 41.

The core of the model is a single LSTM layer of 500memory units, which receives

its input sequentially, one timestep at a time. In order to reduce the number of

time steps fed to the LSTM layer, it is preceded by a 1D Convolutional Layer
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Figure 4.7: Graph view of the model architecture, with the shape of
each input and output array shown. The input is a batch of 144frame
input sequences. The main output is the predicted next input. The
auxiliary output, used for performance metrics, contains both the
predicted next input and the naive (repeatlast) prediction. The “?”
symbols in the shape represents the batch size, which is arbitrary.

and a Max Pooling 1D layer. The convolutional layer looks at pairs of adjacent

frames, which should allow it to detect changes from one input state to another.

The pooling layer that follows will then allow only the strongest activations from

every 3rd time step of the previous layer. This reduces the number of time steps to

1/3 of the original, and the output can be expected to be a summary of the changes

in the whole, unabbreviated input. This significantly decreases training time, and

early testing showed that it had a negligible performance impact.
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from ro l lbackmetr i c import *
from tensor f low import keras
from tensor f low . keras . l a y e r s import *
from tensor f low . keras import Input , Model

def hybridModel ( input_shape , num_classes ) :
inputs = Input ( shape=input_shape )

# Naive pred ic t ion i s always the l a s t frame of the input
naive = Cropping1D ( ( input_shape [0] −1 ,0) , name= ’ naive ’ ) ( inputs )

# F i r s t layer
x = Conv1D( f i l t e r s =20, kerne l_s i ze =2 ,

s t r i d e s =1 , a c t i v a t i on= ’ re lu ’ ,
padding= ’ causa l ’ ) ( inputs )

# Second layer
x = MaxPooling1D ( pool_s ize =3)( x )

# Main layer
x = LSTM( uni t s =500, dropout =0.2 , return_sequences=False ) ( x )

# Output
output = Dense ( num_classes , a c t i v a t i on= ’ sigmoid ’ , name= ’ output ’ ) ( x )

# Add a dimension to output and concatenate i t with naive
out_reshape = Reshape ( ( 1 , num_classes , ) ) ( output )
aux_out = concatenate ( [ naive , out_reshape ] , ax i s =−2, name= ’ aux ’ )

# Assemble and compile the model !
model = Model ( inputs=inputs , outputs =[output , aux_out ] )
model . compile (

opt imizer=keras . opt imizers .Adam( learn ing_rate =1e−4) ,
l o s s ={ ’ output ’ : ’ b inary_crossentropy ’ } ,
metr ics={
’ output ’ : myAccuracy ,
’ aux ’ : [MyTPR( ) , MyFPR( ) , MyPrecision ( ) ] }

)
return model

Figure 4.8: The Python function used to build the model, using Keras
and Tensorflow. The package rollbackmetric contains the metrics
myAccuracy, MyTPR, MyFPR, MyPrecision for evaluating input
predictions in terms of binary classification.

The architecture has two outputs. The main output contains the predicted next

output, and is used for the Accuracy metric. The Auxiliary output contains both

the main output and the naive prediction, and is used for other metrics.

The model was fitted using the Adam optimizer [117] with initial learning rate =

1e-4. The Adam optimizer is commonly used and is considered the best adaptive
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optimizer [118]. The learning rate was manually lowered during training, when

the loss function appeared to plateau. This is detailed below.

4.3 Training the Model

The model was trained using the reduced dataset, in batches of 128 samples. The

model was trained for a total of 30 epochs, meaning themodel observed the entire

training set 30 times. When the loss function appeared to stop decreasing, the

learning rate was reduced, as described in [60]. The learning rate was reduced

on epoch 20 (to 3e5), epoch 24 (1e5), epoch 26 (3e6), and epoch 28 (1e6).

After this, training was stopped. Themodel performance across loss (Binary Cross

Entropy), Accuracy, True Positive Rate, and False Positive Rate during training

can be seen in Figure 4.9 on page 43. The code used to train the model is shown

in Figure 4.10 on page 44

4.4 Model Evaluation

In order to meaningfully evaluate the model performance, it can’t be tested on

the reduced dataset. Since the model was trained on the most active 60% of the

training replays (Those with at least 1 change in the past 17 frames), it is also used

that way in evaluation. For the less active samples, the naive predictionswere used

instead. This can be summarized with the following rule:

For each sample, if the sample has one or more changes in the last 17

frames, use the newmodel. Otherwise use the naive method.

When measuring model performance, each prediction result is considered using

the binary classification rule seen in Figure 3.1 (Section 3.5). To summarize, a

prediction is considered Positive if it predicts a change from the previous input.

A prediction is considered True if it is equal to the actual next input. So for a

prediction to be classified as True Positive, it must be different from the last frame

in the sample, and it must equal the next input.
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Figure 4.9: Loss, Accuracy, True Positive Rate and False Positive
Rate on the Train and Test sets. The accuracy of the naive method
is shown as a baseline. In each subfigure, the X axis represents the
epoch number. The Y axis represents the metric displayed above the
subfigure.
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# Load train and t e s t s e t s
X = t f i o . IODataset . from_hdf5 ( ’ reduced_dataset . hdf5 ’ , da tase t= ’ / train_samples ’ )
y = t f i o . IODataset . from_hdf5 ( ’ reduced_dataset . hdf5 ’ , da tase t= ’ / t r a in_ l abe l s ’ )
X_test = t f i o . IODataset . from_hdf5 ( ’ reduced_dataset . hdf5 ’ , da tase t= ’ / test_samples ’ )
y_tes t = t f i o . IODataset . from_hdf5 ( ’ reduced_dataset . hdf5 ’ , da tase t= ’ / t e s t_ l ab e l s ’ )

# Combine samples and labe l s in to tensorf low datasets
t r a in = t f . data . Dataset . zip ( (X, y ) ) . batch (128 , drop_remainder=True )
t e s t = t f . data . Dataset . zip ( ( X_test , y_tes t ) ) . batch (128 , drop_remainder=True )

# l e t t f . data optimize the datasets
t r a in . pre fe t ch ( t f . data . experimental .AUTOTUNE)
t e s t . pre fe t ch ( t f . data . experimental .AUTOTUNE)

# Build model
model = hybridModel ( input_shape =(144 ,10) , num_classes=10)

# Callback for stopping when t e s t l o s s stops decreasing
ear l y s top_ca l lback = EarlyStopping (monitor= ’ va l_ loss ’ , pat ience =3 , mode= ’min ’ )

# F i t model on tra in and t e s t data
h i s to ry = model . f i t ( t ra in , epochs=100, verbose =1 , s hu f f l e=” batch ” ,

c a l l backs =[ ear l y s top_ca l lback ] , va l ida t ion_data= t e s t )

Figure 4.10: The Python code used to train themodel, usingKeras. The
data is loaded from compressed .hdf5 files.
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5 Results

This chapter presents the results of testing the model on the full evaluation set.

New model predictions were only made for samples with recent activity (At least

1 change within last 17 frames), which is what the new model was trained on.

The naive method was used as fallback for samples with no recent activity. The

total binary classification outcomes of the model predictions compared to the

naive method is shown in Table 5.1. Derivative metrics are listed in Table 5.2. The

accuracy for different future timesteps is shown in Figure 5.1 on page 46. This is

followed by a brief analysis of the results.

Table 5.1: Outcomes for the naivemethod and the newmodel on single
frame prediction. Both were tested on the full evaluation dataset. The
results of the naive predictions are on the left, and the new model on
the right.

Naive Prediction:
Change No Change

Observation: Change 0 626591
No Change 0 6582369

Model Prediction:
Change No Change
134101 466153
123374 6485332

Table 5.2: Derivative metrics of the prediction outcomes. Since
Precision is calculated as a fraction of positive predictions, naive
precision is left out.

Naive New Model
Accuracy 0.91308 0.91822

True Positive Rate 0.0 0.22341
False Positive Rate 0.0 0.018668
True Negative Rate 1.0 0.98133
False Negative Rate 1.0 0.77659

Precision - 0.52083
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Figure 5.1: The calculated accuracy for different future frames,
calculated individually.

5.1 Analysis

The results suggest that improvement is possible over the current, naive method.

The model successfully predicts many changed inputs at the correct time.

However, at a precision of only 52%, the degree of improvement achievedwith this

model is quite low, and the impact of false positives on user experiencewould have

to be very low for this model to be preferable. The multiframe prediction shows

that the improvement is greatest between 7 and 10 future frames, equivalent to a

oneway delay of about 100140 milliseconds.
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6 Discussion and Future Work

This chapter discusses and reflects over the project as a whole, and considers

possible avenues for future work.

6.1 Validity of Results

Experiment results are often considered in terms of internal and external

validity [26].

Internal validity is goodwhen the results of an experiment are due tomanipulation

of the controlled variable [26], and not due to some other factors that were not

considered. In the case of this project, the controlled variable was the choice of

input prediction method. Since they were compared on a very large set of data, it

is very unlikely that the difference in results is due to chance.

External validity is when results are generalizable to other circumstances [26].

Three things come to mind that could affect how representative the results of this

project are.

First, the data that was selected for training and evaluation. In order to limit the

scope of the project, data was limited to one person playing one specific character.

The particular selection was arbitrary (it was the only player who submitted so

many relevant replays), but there is a risk that this is not representative of the

general population, and that the results might be either better or worse in the

general case.

Second, the model selection process. The available data was split into two sets,

one for training and the other formodel selection and evaluation. By not including

any of the training data in the subsequent testing, the performance of the model

is a reflection of its ability to generalize. However, when selecting among many

different models based on their performance on the test set, a model might be

selected that excels on the test set merely by chance. As a result, it could fail to

generalize to a new, unseen set of data. To address this, it is common to instead

divide the available data into three sets: Train, Validation, and Test [119]. This

way, one set can be used for training, one for model selection, and the final set for
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measuring how well the selected model can generalize. Doing things this way can

ensure high external validity.

Third, this project only used data from a single fighting game. Even though games

in this genre tend to share many similarities, it cannot be said for sure that results

corresponding to one game will apply in general.

In conclusion, this experiment likely has good internal validity. External validity

could have been improved by using a more varied set of initial data, by splitting

the data threefold, so the results of the evaluation are not influenced by the model

selection process, and by applying these methods on other games.

Revisiting the Goal and Research Question

The initial research question was ”How can input prediction in online fighting

games be improved, without accounting for game state?”. The results of this

project show that a slight improvement has been achieved, and there is no reason

to believe that further improvement is impossible. Therefore, one answer to the

research question would be: ”Input prediction in online fighting games can be

improved by applying learning algorithms to replay data.”

However, this naively assumes the answer to another, perhaps more important

question: What exactly constitutes improvement in input prediction,

and how can it be measured? Even if the average amount of rollbacks is

reduced, it is possible that rollbacks due to false positives are experienced asworse

than rollbacks due to false negatives. In that case, a higher accuracy score might

not actually lead to an improved user experience.

The goals of this project were to find an alternative method for input prediction,

to acquire a set of replay data, and to implement the new method and compare

it to the naive method. All of these goals were completed. The alternative method

is to use supervised machine learning, and it was successfully implemented and

compared.
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6.2 Future Work

Model Architecture

The choice ofmodel architecture has a very significant impact. Other architectures

would likely perform very differently, even given the same data.

It may be useful to split the prediction task into two separate steps: One model

predicts when the input state will change, and another predicts what the next

state will be. These tasks might benefit from different kinds of data. For example,

the when predictor is likely to be more dependent on the exact timing of input

changes in the past few frames, whereas the what predictor might be more

dependent on the general content over a longer period of time. This kind of two

step architecture might also be more easy to tweak and evaluate. For example, it

would allow for more easy distinction between mispredictions due to timing and

mispredictions due to the type of input. It would also allow for a variable threshold

when determining whether to predict a change or fall back to the naive method,

depending on the confidence of the when model. The two models could also be

trained and tweaked independently of eachother. One obvious drawback is that

two models would likely need more time to train and use. However, the what

model would need a lot less data to train, since it could be trained only on the

exact moments a change occurs in the input sequence.

Reducing Training Time

The amount of time required to train newmodels made it impractical to test many

different architectures and hyperparameter combinations. This long training time

can be attributed to the amount of data, the length of the training samples, and the

model complexity. All of these factors contributed positively to the performance

of themodel, while increasing training time. As such, training a betterperforming

model using a similar architecture could be expected to take even more time and

resources, at least to the point of diminishing returns. However, there are most

likely ways of reducing the training time without compromising on results, which

could make it easier to find new, better model architectures.

Since most input states are maintained for several frames at a time, the average
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frequency of information is quite low. In other words, the data is sparse across

time, and themodel spends a lot of time on redundant information.In this project,

this was addressed using 1D convolution and pooling layers, which lowered the

number of time steps processed by the LSTM layer. Another way to reduce the

sample length could be to use some sort of preprocessing. This could be done

either automatically, such as with an autoencoder network [120], or by amanually

defined process. This could reduce the training time and memory requirements,

enabling more complex models to be trained.

Generalizing the Results

Most of the technical work and conclusions should generalize to other fighting

games, provided they use digital inputs and share the key gameplay elements, as

described in section 2.1. The issue of false positive predictions is likely universal

to digital input prediction methods, and minimizing their occurrence and impact

is likely to be desirable in all contexts.

The only things needed in order to adapt this project to other fighting games

would be to write new functions for parsing and simplifying the replay data. This

might require reverseengineering, in case of proprietary and unfamiliar replay

formats.

User Testing and the Experience of False Positives

The user experience of new input prediction methods remains unknown. It could

be tested in a controlled way by implementing the new method in a playable

prototype and doing blind trials to determinewhich is preferable. Network latency

and instability could be artificially increased to simulate various conditions.

The effect of different false positive and true positive rates could even be

determined in such an environment. If latency is artificially maintained over a

local network, the true remote player input is available at all times. True positive

and false positive predictions could then be dispensed at predefined rates, and

the effect on user experience monitored. This could greatly help in determining

the importance of future work.
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